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CHAPTER 6
SPEED THE PLOUGH 
Dancing is one way we can enliven the 
past, retelling the stories and forging a 
tangible link with our heritage. 
This chapter has been developed with 
the assistance of Australian dance 
historian, Heather Clarke. It introduces 
students to ‘Speed the Plough’ a 
popular dance from the early 1800’s.
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LEARNING OUTCOMES
• Read, listen or watch instructions, 
and join classmates in performing a 
colonial dance
• Music students can play the 
arrangement for Speed the Plough 
and experiment with digital music 
programs
• What did the first settlers do for fun?
• Consider the importance of farming 
tools and equipment for the first 
settlers
Dancing was an important pastime in colonial society. People would dance to 
celebrate events such as weddings and harvests, but also as a general recreational 
activity. Dancing is a shared experience which forges and maintains a sense of 
community and cultural identity – a sense of belonging. This was significant in the 
new land, where many people had left their families and friends behind.
Speed the Plough was a very popular English country dance which came from a play 
of the same name, first performed in London in 1798. The tune and the dance were 
so well-liked they quickly travelled around the world, and are known to have arrived 
in Australia by 1803. Ploughing was an notable seasonal event and in later years the 
local community would hold ploughing competitions.  This dance was taken up 
enthusiastically in rural settlements like the one at Maitland. 
The music for Speed the Plough was played for the following dance video, based on 
the original tune for Speed the Plough.
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Speed The Plough 
Discover the Speed the Plough Dance!
This video has been produced for students to learn how to 
dance Speed the Plough. Girls and boys are all involved!
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A typical hand driven plough from the early 1800’s
Gallery 6.1 Hand Plough
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Movie 6.1 Speed the Plough Dance
This video walks you through the steps of the 
dance so you and your friends can perform it
Things to Do
Music
Music students can play this on the instrument of their 
choice. This has been transcribed only using straight eighth 
notes to make it easier to read the notes. 
If you have instruments in a different key you will need to 
transpose!
Look at the original music to see the actual rhythm. 
Listen to the recording to hear the rhythm.
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Gallery 6.2 Speed the Plough Music
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Original score for Speed the Plough from Preston’s 
twenty four country dances for the year 1803
Gallery 6.3 Speed the Plough
Audio 6.1 Speed the Plough
